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Abstract—Robustness and reliability in large-scale sensor
networks present a triple challenge. First, the large scale
(possibly compounded by the use of unreliable communica-
tion) makes failures—transient and permanent—unavoidable.
Second, the difficulty of deploying such systems, especially
in challenging environments, makes it next to impossible to
replace failed nodes or rearrange surviving nodes after each
failure. Third, the limited resources and capabilities of most
sensor nodes prohibit elaborate, global/centralized approaches,
especially in view of the potentially large number of nodes in
the network. In this paper, we propose simple mechanisms to
alleviate the effect of node failure in large-scale disconnected
networks and show that beneficial global network properties
can emerge from local rules achievable by simple nodes.

I. CONTEXT AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

As distributed systems increase in scale (number of nodes)

and use unreliable communication such as wireless, new

issues emerge that were not prominent in more traditional

systems. We have started to explore a model tailored

to large-scale systems of coordinated agents deployed in

challenging environments, of which sensor networks are a

notable example.

A key problem, which this paper focuses on, is one

of reliability and robustness. The main challenge stems

from two characteristics of such networks: Firstly, the scale

and unreliable communication make individual failures—

transient and permanent—unavoidable; secondly, the cost

and complexity of deployment make it impossible to re-

structure the system after each failure. These constraints

result in systems that must continue to perform their primary

mission in spite of individual failures but cannot rely on a

central management to react in a comprehensive way. As an

example, consider sensors dropped by airplane in a jungle or

embedded into some substratum like road pavement. These

sensors will fail and won’t be repaired or replaced after

each failure. Deployed entities thus need to mitigate failures

without the freedom to restructure the entire network. The

difficulty is compounded by the fact that these entities tend

to be limited in resources such as energy, computational

power or memory.

This paper defines several operations in the context of

a model of coordinated interactions. These operations are

triggered by nodes to alleviate the effect of failures and are

characterized by their locality and their simplicity. They aim

to answer the question: Are there simple steps that nodes can

take, after they detect a failure and in coordination with their

immediate neighbors, from which the health of the entire

network will globally improve?

II. A MODEL OF DISCONNECTED NETWORKS

To properly describe and evaluate our algorithms, we have

defined a model of interaction and cooperation [1]. In this

section, we only introduce aspects of the model relevant to

the paper.

Our model is one of agents, such as sensor nodes, de-

ployed for a particular mission that involves data acquisi-

tion, distributed computation and actuation is response to

environmental events. The primary focus of these agents is

the realization of their mission, for which communication

and interaction is necessary at some times. In other words,

ours is a mission network, not a communication network.

As an illustration, consider the system described in [2], in

which the wings of an airplane are equipped with numerous

air pressure sensors and synthetic jet actuators in order

to reduce aerodynamic drag. These sensors/actuators are

simple agents with limited computing capabilities. They

are embedded in the wing, laid out on a regular grid and

constitute a network that uses both wired and wireless

communication. This system is implemented hierarchically

and is not centered around a single sink. Actuators react

locally to changes in air pressure using a fast control loop,

while also centralizing data for further adjustments using a

slower loop.

Similarly, agents in our model work independently and

only interact when needed, for instance to confirm their ob-

servations with neighbors or to propagate information. This

form of “disconnected network” presents multiple benefits,

especially in terms of communication overhead and energy

consumption (see [1] for details). In this model, agents need

to take proactive steps to enable communication, like moving

closer to a neighbor, aiming an orientable antenna, waking

up from power-saving modes, etc. By doing so, they form

temporary groups that perform joint computational steps.

We refer to such steps as agents attending a meeting. The

behavior of an agent consists of an alternation of local tasks

and group interactions at meetings.
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When a mission is implemented, agents are connected

through a partnership graph. It should be emphasized that

even though this graph is a graph of agents, it is not a

connectivity graph in the usual sense. In particular, the fact

that two (or more) agents are linked through a partnership

does not mean that they share a communication link. It

only means that these agents interact in the distributed

computations of the system by attending joint meetings.

For these interactions to take place, partnership graphs are

annotated with meeting schedules. They specify the points

in time at which meetings take place. Every partnership—

every edge in a partnership graph—is associated with an

infinite sequence of meeting times, allowing agents to in-

teract in a loosely choreographed way. (In this paper, we

focus on periodic schedules for simplicity.) As a result, our

framework is markedly more synchronous than many other

models. However, the necessary synchronization is not an

issue in practice since repeated interactions allow agents to

apply clock-synchronization protocols efficiently.

During the course of its lifetime, the network will suffer

from intermittent failures (e.g., agents miss their meetings)

and permanent failures (e.g., agents run out of power or are

destroyed by external events). The objective of this paper is

to devise simple steps that agents can take to mitigate the

effects of such failures on the mission.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS FOR ROBUSTNESS

In the context of this paper, agents are (static or mobile)

sensor nodes. As failures occur, these nodes need to recon-

figure the partnership graph of the mission without central

coordination and within the constraints imposed by their

locations, communication ranges, motion capabilities, etc.

The solution we propose is based on simple algorithms,

which nodes execute during meetings in order to react to

perceived damage to the system. Complex transformations of

the partnership graph could deliver better repair but are also

difficult to implement without a global knowledge that the

scale of the systems under consideration may make impos-

sible to achieve. Furthermore, complex transformations also

make the system more fragile and less able to sustain further

failures. In particular, major changes to the partnership

graph—in its topology or its schedule annotations—need to

be propagated to all nodes involved before the next failure.

In this paper, we strive to keep dynamic transformations as

simple as possible so they remain feasible by basic sensor

nodes and do not leave the system in a transitory fragile

state while changes are propagated. The transformations we

propose here have very limited needs for propagation: Nodes

unaware of a previous transformation can still react to further

damage to the system as if the previous transformation never

occurred.

Our algorithms are based on the notion of crossing, by

which we mean that a node switches roles with a (possibly

missing) neighboring node. If nodes are mobile, this could

atMeetingWith(p)
cross

(a) cross-always

atMeetingWith(p)
if p is missing
cross

else
bounce

(b) cross-bounce

Figure 1. Two variants of a crossing protocol.

be achieved by actually “crossing” a physical boundary into

another node’s territory. Static nodes can achieve virtual

crossings in a variety of ways: by extending communication

ranges, switching to a different communication channel, re-

orienting a directional antenna, etc. In some cases, crossings

may be partial in the sense that a node is not able to fully

replace its missing partner. For instance, the sensing range of

a node may be impossible to extend or may only be extended

at the cost of less accurate measurements.

Using crossing as an elementary operation, nodes can

apply different distributed algorithms in response to a failure.

These algorithms may require different capabilities on the

parts of the nodes and may have different performances in

terms of repair quality. In order to explore the potential of

crossing-based repair strategies, this paper focuses attention

on the two algorithms in Fig. 1.

In variant (a), nodes systematically cross at meetings:

When two nodes attend a meeting they switch roles and

if one node is missing, the other takes its place. In variant

(b) of the crossing algorithms, a node crosses at a meeting

only if its partner is missing; otherwise, it “bounces” off the

other node. The idea is that, if nodes are able to interact,

they know their partners are active and there is no need for

repair.

As an illustration, consider the case of a tiny network on a

3×3 grid: The center node has four neighbors (N , W , S and

E), edge nodes have three neighbors and corner nodes have

two neighbors; each node participates to pairwise meetings

at regular intervals. The schedule used in this example

has nodes visiting their neighbors in clockwise (NESW )

or counterclockwise (NWSE) fashion, each node using a

direction opposite of that of its neighbors.

Fig. 2 shows the behavior of the nine nodes in a perfectly

healthy network. Nodes are represented as large dots and

the series of their meetings form a trajectory—possibly

virtual, as in the case of static sensors—represented as a line.

The cross-always variant of the algorithm results in three

trajectories or equal length, each with three nodes, while

the cross-bounce variant has nine trajectories, each with

one node. In general, on an n×m network, cross-bounce
results in n · m individual trajectories and cross-always in

g trajectories of equal length, where g = gcd(n,m) . This

is because in cross-always, nodes only bounce off the edges
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Figure 2. Node behavior under the cross-always (left) and cross-
bounce (right) protocols.

of the network and thus travel on longer trajectories, while

in the other variant, they bounce off each other and cannot

escape their local paths.

To demonstrate the various healing properties of the

algorithms, we examine the following failure scenario: The

central node is permanently disabled and stops attending

all of its meetings. This node was interacting in pairwise

meetings with four neighbors, each of which becoming

aware of the failure independently and at a different time.

Fig. 3(a) shows the behavior, after the failure of the center

node, of a network in which all the nodes follow the cross-
always variant of the protocol. In comparison to Fig. 2, one

of the three trajectories now contains two nodes only. This

results in the individual tasks of the nine original nodes being

performed at rates that lay between 75% and 100% of what

they were before the failure. In some sense, a “perfect repair”

would have all nine tasks covered by the eight nodes at a
8/9 ≈ 89% rate. We use this idea of a perfect repair to

evaluate and compare repair strategies in the next section.

In Fig. 3(b), the surviving nodes apply the cross-bounce
variant of the protocol. Six nodes end up participating in the

repair: The missing node’s four neighbors and two of the

corner nodes. The trajectories are fairly complex because

nodes continue to bounce off each other. In particular,

neighbors of the missing nodes can bounce off a node

that has crossed and is playing the part of the failed node.

Conversely, two of the corner nodes end up crossing because,

even though their neighbors have not failed, they sometimes

sacrifice their own meetings to participate in the repair.

It is worth observing that, although the trajectories are

markedly different, the resulting task coverage is the same

for cross-always and cross-bounce. Indeed, we use the cross-
always variant mainly as a tool in the study of the cross-
bounce variant. Cross-always has no real benefit over cross-
bounce and has prohibitive costs if crossing is implemented

in a way that requires a lot of resources. However, it also

has simpler meeting trajectories that can be used to predict

the performance of the cross-bounce variant.

Another important point to note is the fact that some

crossings occur as a result of healthy nodes missing their

own meetings because they are busy doing repair work. This

can produce a form of domino effect: A node that steps

in for a missing node is later perceived as having failed

by its other neighbors, which triggers their stepping in and

their being perceived as failed by their neighbors, and so

forth. Although it has the potential of spreading the repair

effort among all nodes, this phenomenon can be problematic.

Firstly, however they are implemented, “crossings” likely

have a non-negligible cost on the system (increase power

usage, loss in accuracy, etc.). It is therefore desirable to limit

their numbers and try to achieve good quality repairs with

as few crossings as possible. Secondly, this domino effect

makes nodes step in for their neighbors’ neighbors, their

neighbors’ neighbors’ neighbors, etc. This might be accept-

able if crossings are performed through physical motion,

but it can be impossible to achieve with static nodes. For

instance, a node may be able to increase its transmission

power to contact a neighbor’s neighbor but not a neighbor’s

neighbor’s neighbor.

To alleviate this problem, the cross-bounce protocol can

be extended into a richer (but still simple) variant that uses

limits and markers. Limits prevent nodes from crossing

beyond a certain distance in the partnership graph; markers

are used by a node to inform its neighbors that it is

temporarily unavailable because it is performing the work

of another node. The idea is to have nodes bounce off a

marker when their partner is missing. This way, markers

introduce a loose form of coordination that the raw version

of the crossing protocol lacks. Since nodes may fail while

working on behalf of other nodes, “fading” markers that

spontaneously disappear over time can be used. This way,

markers left by a failed node will not permanently impair

future repairs. How markers are actually implemented is

dependent on the type of nodes and is beyond the scope

of this paper. There are two predominant strategies for

the realization of markers: Use actual physical markers by

acting on the environment (e.g., a node detects wireless

transmissions from a neighbor to the neighbor’s neighbors

and infer from it a marker) or rely on virtual markers as an

abstraction for distributed agreements among nodes that an

edge of the partnership graph is “marked”.

Limits and markers introduce tradeoffs between repair

quality and cost: With more crossing or with nodes “trav-

elling” farther from home, more nodes can be involved in

the repair, thus improving repair quality at the cost of more

crossings and more power usage. We have run experiments

to evaluate these tradeoffs by measuring the impact of limits

and markers. From lack of space, these are omitted in this

short paper.

So far, the discussion has focused on permanent node

failures. However, simple crossing and bouncing rules can

also be defined to deal with recoveries from transient fail-

ures. The consequence of transient failures, either missed

meetings due to communication errors or nodes resuming
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(b) cross-bounce
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Figure 3. Single failure handled by 8 agents running a cross-always or cross-bounce protocol.

execution after temporary failure, is that a node may mis-

takenly cross and assume the role of a healthy node. Fortu-

nately, such a situation can be quickly detected and resolved

when both nodes—the healthy node and its replacement—

run into each other at their next meeting. The property of

our model that enables such a quick recovery is also the one

that makes crossing possible in the first place, namely the

simple, deterministic meeting schedules known to all agents.

As the meeting trajectories of Fig. 3 demonstrate, crossing

protocols can result in fairly complex trajectories and differ-

ent nodes can end up with different types of trajectories with

different cycle lengths. This makes an analytical study of the

protocols quite challenging. In order to guide us in such a

study, we have implemented a simulator of the disconnected

networks model. We have used this simulator to carry exper-

iments on larger networks (hundreds to thousands of nodes)

to measure the quality of network repair under various

failure scenarios, such as a uniform distribution to represent

independent node failures or a randomly shaped “hole” of

failed nodes to represent the impact of an environmental

event. In particular, we have studied the conditions under

which enough nodes can be involved in a repair so that high

failure rates can be handled with minimum crossing and

travelling.

IV. EVALUATION

As the meeting trajectories of Fig. 3 demonstrate, crossing

protocols can result in fairly complex trajectories and dif-

ferent nodes can end up with different types of trajectories

with different cycle lengths. Indeed, there are examples of

systems with a few hundred nodes in which some trajectories

are over several tens of thousands steps. This makes an

analytical study of the protocols quite challenging.

In order to guide us in such a study, we have implemented

a simulator of the disconnected networks model. We have

begun to implement experiments that aim to measure the

effectiveness of the proposed algorithms on large networks

under various failure scenarios. In particular, we are espe-

cially interested in two measures: the average number of

crossings per step (cost) and the quality of task coverage,

including sensing (benefit). These can be used to study

tradeoffs in many variants of the crossing algorithms.

As part of our evaluation, we are implementing different

models of node failure, including uniform distribution to

represent independent node failures and random shapes to

represent agent loss due to external events. Preliminary

results show interesting properties of different crossing vari-

ants, both expected and surprising. Due to space limitations,

a detailed discussion is be presented here.

Our simulator can record relevant data during a simulation

and also produces color animations that can be used to get

a better intuition of the overall behavior of an algorithm

on a large grid of nodes. As an illustration, Fig. 4 shows

the first few frames of an animation of the cross-bounce
algorithm after a subset of nodes in the center of the

grid have been permanently damaged. It shows how nodes

step in for missing nodes and the fast repair that involves

many nodes at the cost of many crossing. A variant of the

algorithm that limits node participation using travel distance

limits and/or fading markers would produce a noticeably

different animation (see the discussion above on domino

effect, distance limits and markers).

V. RELATED WORK

The need to rethink the suitability of traditional networks

has been observed in the context of sensor networks [3].

In this paper, we consider networks of nodes that form
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Figure 4. Changes in sensing rate after a permanent failure of 10 agents on a 11× 11 grid and subsequent repair operation.

cooperating systems despite the lack of a standard com-

munication infrastructure. The idea of such disconnected
networks has been proposed and used in various contexts,

differentiated by assumptions placed on how opportunities

to interact occur, from stochastic properties [4] to weak

fairness constraints [5] to full determinism [6], [7]. Our

partnership-based model allows simpler nodes to achieve

system transformations potentially more robust than those

previously studied [8].
The emergence of mobility and wireless ad hoc networks

has led to variations and extensions of traditional distributed

computing models and algorithms [9]–[11]. In our approach,

agents use these algorithms to implement joint operations

at meetings, such as consensus or leader election with

unreliable (wireless, acoustic) communication.
In the context of sensor networks, methods that address re-

liability typically utilize broader coordination among nodes

while solving complex optimization problems, and assume

deployment of additional sensors, e.g., [12]. This paper

considers a network of very simple nodes, incapable of

complex computation, deployed on a massive scale with no

global repair mechanism. Furthermore, our approach places

minimal requirements on the programming capabilities of

the nodes in an attempt to remain compatible with most

systems and languages.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we define simple mechanisms that sensor

nodes can use to mitigate the effects of failures in large-scale

networks. The proposed algorithms rely on local interactions

and take into account the limited capabilities of typical

sensor nodes. This work is part of a larger effort to study the

benefits (and limitations) of local algorithms in disconnected

networks. In particular we aim to explore new ways to

achieve deployment, sensing, computational tasks, adapta-

tion and repair in large-scale networks of agents with tight

resource constraints. We believe that better robustness and

scalability can be achieved through deliberate relinquishment

of global, all-connected, mechanisms in favor of local inter-

actions with immediate neighbors in a disconnected network.
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